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ARCHITECTS ABROAD
In the second part of our series, Nasrine Faghih and
Ahmet Gulgonen discuss the movement of non-Western architects abroad .

N

asrine Faghih is an Iranian
architect who has practised in
France for the last 12 years.
She is a graduate from Yale
School of Architecture, USA and Venise
Institut, Italy. She has also practised in
Iran where she directed the City Plan of
Isfahan.
Ahmet Gulgonen is a Turkish architect
who came to Paris in 1972. He trained
first at the Middle East Technical University in Ankara, then at the University of
Pennsylvania where he was a student of
Louis Kahn. He teaches both in Paris (at
the Ecole d' Architecture Paris-Belleville)
and at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in Cambridge, USA, and has
kept many of his contacts in Turkey. In
his Paris office he is engaged in large-scale
projects all over the world. (For a profile
of Ahmet Gulgonen, see MIMAR 5.)

Introduction
The movement of architects and other
artists abroad has, throughout history,
contributed to a better cultural dialogue
and enriched artistic achievements. In the
sixteenth century the architects, painters
and poets who had contributed to the
greatness of the Safavid dynasty in Iran
turned towards the Indian subcontinent.
Together with local artists they formed
an impressive alliance covering a wide
range of arts and crafts and they were
responsible for much of the arts and crafts
of Mogul civilization. Likewise, Spain
around the tenth century provided a
haven for philosophers, builders and
artists fleeing from the uncertainties of the
Islamic Middle East where order was
breaking down.
However, it would be wrong to see the
convergence of artists on particular
countries as spontaneous occurrences. At
certain periods of history, the decisionmakers in a country have devoted special
attention to the development of their
culture. They have promoted freedom of
expression and good working conditions
for creative people, welcoming talent
from all over the world. In the Republic
of Venice, the ruling authorities granted
noble status to the glass-makers to
persuade them to stay in Murano. Louis

XIV's enormous efforts to modernize the
guild system and create corporations for
every trade including architecture,
Jomery, cabinet-making and the
manufacture of glass, porcelain and
tapestry are well known.
It is obvious that during recent decades
the massive exodus of some of the most
talented people from the third world has
become a real erosion. But this trend is
not irreversible. We have recently entered
an era of exchange - exchange of people,
information, ideas and work, because of
faster methods of communication. This
phenomenon will be the real revolution
of the twenty-first century.
The novel aspect of our world today is
that on the one hand its cultural diversities
and peculiarities are emphasized and on
the other information is coming within
the reach of an ever increasing number of
individuals. We have only to look at
architecture to see this. The 'international
style' - at least as far as the avant-garde
is concerned - is now a historical backnumber, but nonetheless we see many
architects building in a wide range of
countries and cultural contexts. Even if at
the outset they divorce themselves from
their country of origin, they can
nowadays make contacts and pass on their
knowledge and skill, making it available
to a number of countries including - and
why not? - their country of origin.
Nasrine Faghih
AG: I don't regard myself as an exile. For
me leaving Turkey to come to France was
a choice. I was working in education in
Turkey which, about 20 years ago, was
in a terrible state. I was invited to teach
in Paris, and I accepted.
NF: For my own part, I am not sure that
I could have gained the kind of
architectural experience I have had in
France by staying in Iran. The political
upheavals that took place in 1978 put a
stop to all activity there. I chose to leave
and take the risk of exposing myself and
seeing how I measured up in this efficient,
competitive world.
AG: I think that you have to differentiate
between architects from very poor
countries and others. I have some

excellent students from developing
countries but some would have a problem
if they went back home, because there is
a lack of dynamism in the profession
which would make it difficult for them
to attain a comparable position to that in
the West.
NF: The situation in the case of very poor
countries is paradoxical. On the one hand
their need is very urgent; yet on the other
they do not have the structures in place
to enable them to make use of professional
people.
AG: The difficulties in Turkey are not the
same. Turkey is engaged in betraying its
own cultural heritage and liquidating it
very rapidly, whereas a newly-created
African state, for example, doesn't have
a great cultural heritage and has to build
itself a future.
NF: I get the impression that the desire
to modernize and enter the contemporary
world is often confused with abandoning
cultural origins. You wonder why
Turkey doesn't try to change while at the
same time preserving its beauty and
originality, as European countries are
doing.
AG: There is almost a vacuum of cultural
consciousness. For example, housing is in
the hands of speculators and architects are
tools of this speculative development. No
credit is given for quality, only to
commercial value.
NF: Going back to the subject of the
exodus of third world architects, I think
it important to point out that the wish to
experience new situations and work in a
variety of contexts can be a motivation
for leaving. I'd say this was more or less
true of me. When the opportunity arose
immediately after my studies to teach in
the United States, I took it. Later on I had
the opportunity of going back to Iran to
help establish concrete structures for the
preservation of our urban heritage. In the
1970s it was vital to persuade architects
and decision-makers of the importance of
the ordinary urban fabric. People had to
be educated, told that the house where
they were born and the narrow streets in
their district were beautiful, and that wide
avenues and new blocks were not
necessarily a sign of prestige and
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Top: Part oj Nasrine Faghih 's
morphological study oj urban tissue in
Isfahan. Axonometric oj Haj Mam JaJar
Street, with proposed housing. This long
street is a ramification oj the principal
bazaar and it is separated from it by a
large avenue, cut in the 1960s. Haj Mam
JaJar is a typical residential axis where
groups oj houses are inserted in clusters
while public institutions proper to each
neighbourhood (mahaleh) are to be Jound
at both ends oj the street. A takieh (place
oj religious gathering) at the right, a
mosque and a public bath are on the left.
Faghih's project proposed houses to fill rundown areas on both sides oj the street.

Left: House Jor an art collector, Provence,
designed by Nasrine Faghih. The exterior
shell is oj local stone with a tiled roof
Inside the architecture is like a second skin,
providing contrast with the rough stone.

Right: The interior is inspired by Persian
architecture. Instead oj walls, piers and
columns separate spaces to 'bring the outside
in, and filter harsh sunlight, In summer the
sunset is perpendicular to the swimming
pool and is reflected in the dome at the
centre oj the living room .
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modernity. It is worth adding that the
generation of architects w.ho studied at the
former Ecole des Beaux-Arts have played
a large part in the demolition of our towns
in Iran. Their idea of architecture was
centred on the idea of the 'isolated
monument', razing the existing town. It
was hard to fight against. In Isfahan today
attitudes have changed; there is real
respect for the town and for minor
architecture. As long as you feel, as I did,
of use in your own country, you want to
do something there.
AG: Quite. There has always been mobility among intellectuals . The Ottoman
Empire is an example. When the Ottomans were in power there were people of
every nationality living in Istanbul. Great
capital cities become centres of debate and
as a result there is an accumulation of
talent. It's not a phenomenon peculiar to
our day and age. Now we tend to make
classifications like 'developed' or 'underdeveloped' countries, and this creates the
risk of our thinking of mobility as unique
to our period.
NF: Centres developed and attracted the
intelligentsia of their day. But today there
is perhaps a different phenomenon: the
world of Islamic civilization. It has undergone an explosion but nowadays it is not
Istanbul, Cairo or Samarkand that are
attracting the world's intelligentsia.
People are leaving those places to go to
the West.
AG: Because the West is creating conditions that allow debate. The East has lost
that role. The bourgeoisie in the East used
to engage in dialogue with the artists; and
thereby protected art. Now governments Top: Housing in Tourcoing, France, by
do not play that role. In the West, though, Ahmet Culgonen.
the universities are at least partially
fulfilling this need. I can have my work Above: Renovation of a 19th-century
discussed and criticized in Western Haussmanian Bank, Paris, by Nasrine
universities but in Turkey there is no such Faghih (1991) . A new arcade behind
debate. On the other hand, faster methods original pilasters creates an intimate
of communication and travel are changing functional working space. This shot is from
things. The world has shrunk. It's above and shows the glass roof which acts
possible to live in a centre like Paris and as a contrast to the heaviness of the 19thwork in several places.
century stucco.
NF: I am very optimistic for that very
reason. I think it's a great opportunity for NF: Perhaps we need to set up new
our countries. But it has to be grasped, authorities.
and the sooner the better.
AG: In my opinion we should start by
AG: The decision-makers in our condemning a certain kind of cultural
countries have to understand this new attitude: one which resorts to commercial
opportunity. We have to be able to take 'international' conceptions of architecture
advantage of our greater mobility .
rather than culture-conscious ones. To
NF: Would it be possible one day to take an example, I was asked to design a
create centres with that kind of drawing concert hall in Istanbul and spent five
power in non-Western countries?
years working on a context-conscious
AG: Attempts are being made. One design. The sponsors eventually decided
institution that was founded specially for instead to hold an international
this purpose is UNESCO . But at present competition (without an international
it's in a state of total paralysis. Even the jury) and they gave the project to a large
least important American universities American architectural practice, who have
contribute a lot more to the exchange of no first hand experience of the values of
ideas and people than UNESCO does.
Turkish architecture.
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NF: Being in the West has given me the
opportunity to develop skills that in Iran
I had not been able to acquire. I have
become a hands-on architect. You can
give yourself the time to master a project,
which has often been the outcome of a
competition, and to take it right down to
the most minute details. Through doing
this I have discovered in architecture a
dimension that is very beautiful, the
small-scale dimension. Conceiving a
design, studying it, entering into dialogue
with craftsmen and suppliers - the final
outcome achieves almost an architectural
poetry.
AG: That's a Western luxury. It was a
luxury that existed in the East when the
East was rich - I mean spiritually rich.
NF: That's the key word - spiritual.
There is no spirituality in our architecture
now. And yet the potential to make
beautiful things is still there. You just
have to walk through the bazaar in
Istanbul or Isfahan. There is extraordinary
craft skill in existence. Architects no
longer call on this skill, but the rich
architectural language in our countries
was composed of the total input of all
these crafts. How can you possibly put
up a wall beside something like Ali Kapu,
for example, without turning to cabinet
makers, ceramicists, metal workers and
painters? Architecture isn't just a spatial
concept; it ought to be a synthesis of the
decorative arts of the period it represents.
AG: Those who commission new
architecture in our countries are, I think,
a bit ashamed of their origins. They prefer
to promote architecture that looks like
some building they've visited and
admired in the United States. From time
to time they pay lip-service to culture by
preserving some monument.
NF: Recently I've seen more interesting
attempts in the housing sector in Tehran.
A number of houses have been
harmoniously aligned along streets and
squares and built by private enterprise.
No masterpieces, but they have achieved
an urban scale. There is another new
prototype in Iran, which has historically
had the most magnificent markets; in new
residential areas you find a cloistered
building turned in on itself, on several
floors - a shopping mall. It is saddening;
it makes you think that people nowadays
have a tendency to turn in on themselves,
to dissimulate themselves, instead of
participating in urban life and
contributing to its diversity.
AG: You come back to the fundamental
responsibility of architecture, namely its
relationship to context. Any work, unique
or otherwise, large or small-scale, must
be integrated into a cultural context.
Quite simply, every building is cultural.
NF: There's no question that the loss of
the cultural dimension is proving a
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Above and below: Models and plan for
Ahmet Gulgonen's design for the cultural
centre in Istanbul, which was based on
Louis Kahn's principle of 'the violin in its
box'. The hall itself was the 'violin', a musical
instrument whose form is determined by the
sound, or relationship between the musician and
the audience. The outside of the building was

catastrophe in our countries. Iran is an
example. To my great surprise the
religious revival that has shaken Iran
during the past ten years has not resulted
in any significant religious buildings.
Certainly, a lot of mosques have been
built, but they're just pale imitations of
the old. There's little innovation, or
respect for the deep values of Iranian
religious architecture which has given
mankind some masterpieces . Just

the 'box', which has a formal echo of the
interior but which is also inspired by the
physical and cultural context. The whole
building was conceived as an object of
celebration. The hall itself has the natural
light from the two occuli from the east and
west, as the environment of Istanbul was
itself inspired by the East and West.

buildings put up at breakneck speed with
no finesse, except perhaps for the mosque
built by Mzloum.
AG: Imported rationality and pragmatism
have killed architecture's soul in our
countries. The problem is how to remain
modest, willing to serve society, and at
the same time preserve a very high
spiritual level, i.e. serve art.
NF: Mobility, leaving to go to centres of
debate and creativity can be enriching. By

widening your field of experience you
hope also to be able to make a greater
contribution.
AG: Mobility is a fact. We've got to try
and make it interesting and enriching. The
exodus of talent from the developing
world can be reversed, and both governments and universities can playa role. But
there needs to be a desire for change. We
have to have faith, stand firm and resist
rMl
the consumer culture.

